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dear mi-o rock
mere drop in the bucket or A few cents in a million is the

expression rightly used by many natives when referring to native
land claims compensation offeredofferedooffe redo

example southeast tlingit and haida land claims settlement
mere pittance if distributed on a per capita bases some of our
local fishermen paid larger federal income tax that year do not
think that our fishermen are richorich I1 am referring to the few that
were lucky enough to get on a top boat in a good season

eben hopsonshobsonsHopsons article in the feb 14th issue of the tundra
times is another example he states while we the natives are
forced to wait and sit in spite of our screams of injustice on
proposed land claims

yet responsible people read with deaf ears they argue before
finishing an article too much too much how can we make any
money from your land if you ask for too much all thought of
democracy is lost before an article is read through

how could I1 or the average native argue and convince the
congressmen lawyers and justices of a right we believe in it is like
throwing a snow ball on a hot firefireocireo our arguments disappear before
we are understood obviously we must be an avalanchavalancheavalanch to convince
them that we only want what is rightfully ours

in line with the editorial in the tundra times feb 17th that
stresses communications between natives and tundra times and
that native leaders be heard I1 am hoping that this little snowball
article is the start of a veryveryvery very large snowballsnowballosnowballssnowballo all regional native
organizations and community leaders should be well informed and
heard from I1

let those that oppose tear apart this article given in as we say
broken dish language if he says there isnt any injustice then

the laws he believes in must be for the rich aloncoalone
very truly yours
louis austin

note the most or one of the most popular radradioio programs is
problem corner ira blue in the hungry eye in san francisco is
another popular radio program I1 just wonder if this type could be
adapted to the newspaper this would be one way of increasingincreasinincincreasingreasin 9
communications between communities and increasing sales I1 know
I1 have a subscription but if I1 did not have I1 wouldsurelywould surely buy a
paper I1 would also be very interested in what other regional
leaders write letters to the editor is very good perhaps that
should be increased

march 4 1969

dear editorseditor
As fellow workers of professor don charles foote who died

last saturday following an auto accident we believe alaskansalaskasAla skans
should know of the contributions of dr foote to alaska and to
mankind

the study of human geography was his specialty which led
him to spend ttwow0 years studying human and biological life patterns
in the area of cape thompson this study was financed by the
atomic energy commission to determine effects of a nuclear
blast projectprojectchariotchariot proposed for the purpose of creating aaa7a
harbor

during the two year period of the study dr foote and his
wife lived at point hope in the same manner as the eskimo people
of that community and came to know and understand them and
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their way of life he also came to see as a result of the studies
which he and other scientists conducted that the proposed
nuclear blast presented a danger to the residents and the plant
life of the cape thompson region

when the dangers of the nuclear blast were reported lo10to the
i

atomic energy commission by dr foote and several of his
colleagues that agency at first resisted their concconclusionsfusionslusions and
proceeded for preparations for the blast however as a result of
nationwide publicity concerning the dangers involved project
chariot was subsequently abandoned

another constructive result of the firm stand taken by dr
foote and other scientists was a study by AEC of radioactive
fallout on residents of anaktuvuk resulting from nuclear bomb
testing the evidence turned up by that study helped alert people
all over the world to the hazards of conticontinuedhued testing of atomic
testing of atomic weapons

the above described episode in the life of the late doncharlesdonchariesdon charlesCharies
foote is particularly appropriate to note this day march 4
1969 since this day has been set aside by many scientists in the
united states in order to focus attention on how the misuse of
scientific and technical knowledge presents a major threat to the
existence of mankind

one of the last communications received 4romarom dr doofefoofefo6fe tioy
many of his colleagues was an announcement of the planned day
of protest and a copy of his response addresedaddressedaddresed to dr steven
weinberg department of physics massachusetts institute of
technology in which he stated 1 I hereby pledge to increase mmyy
attempts to redirect scientific effort away from military research

since dr foote is no longer alive to work towards that worthy
objective we his colleagues pledge to intensify our own efforts in
that direction and hope that this letter may serve to inform
alaskansalaskasAla skans of their stake in preventing the misuse of scientific
knowledge we hope also that note will be taken of the fact that
individual men of principle such as don foote must often stand
against powerful organizations in order to prevent decidecisionssions con-
trary to the welfare of mankind

s thomas A morehouse
aslisls donald prozesky
s james D babb
s jack hession
s arthur E hippler
s jane sutherland
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s james W sullivanSullivarr
s eugene D eaton
s thomas C woodruff


